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German ex-officials file war crimes complaint against Russia
Associated Press

Associated Press

BERLIN (AP) — Two former German government ministers have submitted a
criminal complaint with federal prosecutors seeking the opening of a war crimes
probe against Russian officials, including President Vladimir Putin, over the conflict
in Ukraine.

Former Justice Minister Sabine Leutheusser-Schnarrenberger and former Interior
Minister Gerhart Baum said Thursday that they want to use German laws allowing
prosecution of serious crimes committed abroad to bring to justice those they
consider responsible for atrocities in Ukraine.

Germany's application of the rule of ‘universal jurisdiction’ led to the first conviction
of a senior Syrian official for crimes against humanity earlier this year.

Lawyer Nikolaos Gazeas, who compiled the 140-page criminal complaint on their
behalf, said it targets not just the Russian leadership of President Putin and the 32
members of his security council, but also “a whole series of members of the Russian
military.”

Russia faces allegations of war crimes against Ukrainian civilians
The crimes detailed in the complaint range from the attack on a nuclear power plant
to the bombing of a maternity hospital in Mariupol, he said.

Gazeas added that federal prosecutors could also use information obtained by
intelligence agencies when deciding whether to launch a case.

https://apnews.com/article/middle-east-syria-crime-state-courts-bashar-assad-67b9db9f198e47daaa8b9b062a064b73
https://apnews.com/article/middle-east-syria-crime-state-courts-bashar-assad-67b9db9f198e47daaa8b9b062a064b73


He cited specifically a report Thursday by weekly Der Spiegel that Germany’s foreign
intelligence agency had intercepted radio messages between Russian soldiers
discussing the killings of civilians in the Ukrainian town of Bucha.

While prosecutors at the International Criminal Court have also launched an
investigation into possible war crimes in Ukraine, Gazeas said parallel probes in
multiple jurisdictions made sense and could be mutually reinforcing.

“The law is a weapon in this situation,” said Baum, “and we want to use it.”

Germany Tapped Russian Chatter on Bucha Killings, Spiegel Says
Patrick Donahue - Bloomberg

(Bloomberg) -- German intelligence intercepted radio exchanges between Russian
soldiers who discussed killing civilians outside Kyiv, potentially bolstering evidence
that Kremlin forces carried out atrocities, Der Spiegel magazine reported on
Thursday.

German officials, who presented the intelligence to lawmakers in Berlin on
Wednesday, say the intercepts indicate that the murder of civilians in the town of
Bucha near the Ukrainian capital was not an act by rogue forces, but may have been
part of a deliberate strategy to foment terror, the magazine said. Russia has said that
images of civilian corpses found in Bucha after the Kremlin’s withdrawal were
staged.

The U.S. imposed a fresh set of sanctions and the European Union is assembling its
own raft of measures after the allegations of killings carried out by Russian forces
that global leaders, including President Joe Biden, have called war crimes.

The BND intercepts matched location data with the position of bodies found in Bucha,
the magazine reported. In one conversation, a soldier is heard to claim that he shot
and killed a cyclist. In another, an individual can be heard saying that bystanders
should initially be questioned, then shot.

The German information indicated that mercenaries from the Wagner Group, a
private Russian military company, may have been involved in the atrocities, Spiegel
reported.

Eyewitnesses described young soldiers initially arriving in Bucha during the first
phase of the invasion, which began Feb. 24, and then replaced by others when attacks
on civilians began. Some claimed Chechens were among them, Spiegel said.

German officials were also analyzing recordings that could not be localized, raising
fears that atrocities could have been committed elsewhere and there were some
indications of chatter out of Mariupol, Spiegel said.

https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-genocides-crime-war-crimes-europe-499d7b6a9e955f659284b2edc6f1c508
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https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-04-06/u-s-to-sanction-putin-s-children-banks-after-bucha-atrocities


NATO urging members to send 'heavier weapons' to Ukraine in fight against
Russia
Greg Norman - Fox News

FOX News

NATO's leader is urging its member countries Thursday to send "both light weapons
but also heavier weapons” to Ukraine as foreign ministers are gathering in Belgium
to map out the alliance’s next steps in the fight against Russian President Vladimir
Putin’s military.

Mariupol mayor says this is 'the new Auschwitz' as Putin's assault on Ukraine
continues.

The plea comes as British intelligence suggests Russian forces are targeting
infrastructure in a deliberate bid to sabotage the Ukrainian military’s supply lines
ahead of what is expected to be a renewed assault in the country’s east, which has
now become Moscow’s main territorial objective after failing to capture Kyiv.

"I have urged allies to provide further support of many different types of systems, both
light weapons but also heavier weapons,” NATO Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg
said.

Ukrainian Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba, who is in Brussels Thursday for the
meeting, also made his focus clear: "My agenda is very simple… it’s weapons,
weapons and weapons.”

He reportedly asked for planes, armored vehicles, land-based missiles and air defense
systems.

"We know how to fight. We know how to win," the Associated Press quoted Kuleba as
saying. "But without sustainable and sufficient supplies requested by Ukraine, these
wins will be accompanied by enormous sacrifices.”

https://www.foxnews.com/category/world/world-regions/russia


"The more weapons we get and the sooner they arrive in Ukraine, the more human
lives will be saved,” Kuleba added, specifically calling out Germany by noting that
"while Berlin has time, Kyiv doesn’t.”

The United Kingdom’s Ministry of Defence said Thursday that "Russian artillery and
air strikes continue along the Donbas line of control” as "strikes against
infrastructure targets within the Ukrainian interior are likely intended to degrade the
ability of the Ukrainian military to resupply and increase pressure on the Ukrainian
government.”

FOX News Families wait to board a train at Kramatorsk central station as they flee
the eastern city of Kramatorsk, in the Donbas region, on Wednesday.

"Progressing offensive operations in eastern Ukraine is the main focus of Russian
military forces,” it added in a tweet.

However, "despite refocusing forces and logistics capabilities to support operations
in the Donbas, Russian forces are likely to continue facing morale issues and
shortages of supplies and personnel," it also said.

Facebook-owner Meta says it is considering steps to curb Russian government
misinformation
Elizabeth Culliford - Reuters

April 7 (Reuters) - Facebook-owner Meta has removed hacking campaigns, influence
networks and scam operations amid the war in Ukraine, according to a report
released on Thursday by the social media company, which also said it was reviewing
additional steps to address misinformation from Russian government pages.

"We're constantly reviewing our policies based on the evolving situation on the
ground and we are actively now reviewing additional steps to address misinformation
and hoaxes coming from Russian government pages,” said Meta's president of global
affairs, Nick Clegg, on a call with reporters.

https://twitter.com/DefenceHQ/status/1511973787511754755


Russia has battled big tech companies to control online information flows after its
invasion of Ukraine on Feb. 24, which Moscow calls a "special military operation.” It
has banned Facebook and Instagram, and throttled Twitter by slowing its service.
Twitter said this week it will not amplify or recommend Russian government accounts
to users.

In its first quarterly adversarial threat report, Meta said government-linked actors
from Russia and Belarus had engaged in cyber espionage and covert online influence
operations, including an influence operation linked to the Belarusian KGB.

Russian court labels Meta an extremist organization
It said there had been other continued attempts from networks it had previously
disrupted, including further efforts by the threat actor Ghostwriter to hack the
Facebook accounts of dozens of Ukraine military members.

Meta said in the report it had also removed a network of about 200 accounts operated
from Russia that coordinated to falsely report people, mostly in Ukraine and Russia,
for violations like hate speech or bullying.

The mass reporting was primarily coordinated in a cooking-themed Facebook Group
which had about 50 members when Meta took it down in March.

Meta said it had also removed tens of thousands of accounts, pages and groups trying
to use the war in Ukraine to scam users and make money by driving people to
ad-filled websites or selling them merchandise.

It said spammers around the world had used tactics such as streaming live-gaming
videos or re-posting popular content including other people's videos from Ukraine to
pretend they were sharing live updates from the crisis.

Meta detailed other take downs including the removal of two cyber-espionage
operations from Iran, an influence campaign in Brazil that posed as environmental
activists defending deforestation in the Amazon, and a network in the Philippines that
claimed credit for bringing down and defacing news websites.

Experts say the shipping industry's 'moral sanctions' against Russian trade are
unlike anything 'in the history of mankind'
Hannah Towey - Business Insider
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Activists from the environmental organization Greenpeace demonstrate in the Baltic
Sea in front of a ship carrying Russian oil. Frank Molter/picture alliance via Getty

Images.

Historically, the shipping industry has done the minimum when it comes to following
sanctions. But since Russia's invasion of Ukraine, companies are choosing to
self-sanction for moral reasons. The shipping and commodities sector has never seen
"moral sanctions” like this, two experts told Insider.

When Shell bought Russian crude oil one week after the invasion of Ukraine, the
internet, well, freaked out. The energy giant swiftly apologized for the purchase and
vowed to "choose alternatives to Russian oil wherever possible.” In
a statement posted to Twitter, Shell said it would donate the profits from the exchange
to humanitarian efforts in Ukraine.

Shell's purchase was entirely legal and complied with sanctions at the time. But in
that moment, the public decided that simply following the rules would no longer cut
it.

While the Russia-Ukraine conflict isn't the first crisis to be broadcast on social media,
it is the "most viral” war, as The Economist reported. For many global companies,
keeping a clean name is more valuable than keeping Russian clients.

The energy giant's response is just one example of what experts are calling "moral
sanctions,” or voluntary business limitations created in response to Russia's invasion
of Ukraine. In the notoriously ruthless shipping and commodities industry, the trend
has led companies like Shell to avoid all trade associated with Russia — even when
it's legal.
"Historically, companies have done the minimum amount of sanctions,” Ami Daniel,
CEO of the maritime risk consultancy Windward, told Insider. "However, what we've
seen in the last month is a lot of companies do the maximum.”

https://www.businessinsider.com/shell-to-stop-buying-russian-oil-gas-close-stations-apology-2022-3?r=US&IR=T
https://twitter.com/Shell/status/1500179430605471747?s=20&t=9rBn6ewEdTRL0UZL1AJefg
https://www.economist.com/international/the-invasion-of-ukraine-is-not-the-first-social-media-war-but-it-is-the-most-viral/21808456


In early March, British dockworkers refused to unload Russian crude oil from Seacod,
a German-flagged tanker, due to the Ukraine war. Lindsey Parnaby/AFP/Getty
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The murky line between ethics and reputation control
Companies up and down the supply chain have severed ties with Russia over the past
month, citing everything from safety concerns to financial sanctions.

The mass withdraw includes oil companies like BP and Shell, as well as the world's
largest freight forwarders and container shipping lines. Even insurers that once
covered trade in disputed areas have stopped doing business in the Black Sea and Sea
of Azov, according to a March report from Windward.

And it's not just coming from the top ranks. In early March, British dockworkers
refused to unload Russian crude oil from Seacod, a German-flagged tanker, due to
the Ukraine war.

Daniel, who founded Windward 13 years ago, said the shipping industry hasn't seen
moral sanctions like this "ever in the history of mankind.”
"Companies like Nike or Apple or IKEA pulled out of Russia, saying it's immoral to
make money with Russia and support Putin's work," he said. "We've never seen that.
Nobody's ever seen that.”

The term "moral sanctions” implies that companies are going beyond the letter of the
law purely for ethical reasons. But as seen in the Shell example, reputation risk is
also at play.
"In practice, I think those grounds can get mixed.” Raj Bhala, a distinguished
professor at the University of Kansas Law School, told Insider.
"I think there are lots of [companies] who genuinely want to do the right thing,” he
added, noting that more businesses are incorporating ESG into their decisions as
younger generations come into leadership.

https://www.businessinsider.com/bp-dumps-stake-in-russian-oil-giant-rosneft-ukraine-attack-2022-2
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The short-term and long-term impact of moral sanctions
The blanket rejection of Russian trade by the shipping industry "plugs holes” that
legal sanctions left open for exploitation, Bhala said. For example, the European
Union has not yet banned Russian oil purchases, but Western companies are still
refusing to buy it, Reuters reported.

Beyond the short term, Bhala told Insider that moral sanctions could permanently
change the shipping industry.
"Once a company has decided that it is going to self-sanction based on moral grounds,
arguably, it's never going to go back,” he said. "It's set a precedent in the Russia
case.”

On the flip side, Russia's swift isolation from the Western world may lead prompt
Russian businesses to attempt to evade sanctions. The industry reported surges
in deceptive shipping practices in March, including vessel flag changes and dark
activity.
"Russia is still making oil. They're still making gas. It's still making refined products.
And it has to go somewhere,” Daniel, the Windward CEO, told Insider. "So I think
what we're seeing is a lot of people are trying right now to start circumventing the
sanctions.”

'KILL THEM ALL'
Russia’s ‘chilling order to wipe out Ukrainian village of civilians’ as 5,000
innocents are ‘murdered’ by Putin’s forces
Jerome Starkey - The US Sun

RUSSIAN troops received orders to slaughter civilians, Ukraine’s intelligence service
claimed last night. A furious commander allegedly screamed “kill them all”
after soldiers warned him they had innocent villagers in their sights.

https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/who-is-still-buying-russian-crude-oil-2022-03-21/
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/126/05142020_global_advisory_v1.pdf
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Residents of Bucha walk through their destroyed town, a centre of Russian atrocities
against civilians

Bodies found in areas that Russian troops withdrew from were laid out in the town's
cemetery

Ukrainian spies claimed they hacked a call during the battle of Mariupol,
where 150,000 people remain trapped by a Russian siege. At least 5,000 people are
thought to have been killed in weeks of relentless bombardment.

In the intercepted radio call, which could not be verified, a Russian soldier tells his
commander that he can see two people wearing civilian clothes.
Their commander yells: “Take them all out! Kill them all!”
A soldier replies: “Understood.”

The commander then says: “What are you waiting for?” before he is told “it is a
village of civilians”. The Russian chief then yells: “Shoot the civilian cars.”
The claim emerged as Ukrainian troops were accused of killing Russian prisoners of
war.
A video appears to show four paratroopers lying on a road in pools of blood. At least
one of the men is still alive when a jeering Ukrainian soldier opens fire.

Ukraine’s defence ministry said it was “trying to verify” the clip, but a BBC
investigation suggested it was shot on or before March 29, west of the capital Kyiv.

Send weapons fast
UKRAINE needs “weapons, weapons, weapons” the country’s foreign minister told
NATO yesterday. Dmytro Kuleba said: “Either you help us now — and I’m speaking
about days, not weeks, or your help will come too late.”

He added: “My agenda is very simple. It's weapons, weapons and weapons. The more
we get, and the sooner they arrive, the more human lives will be saved.”

https://www.the-sun.com/where/ukraine/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/4953992/kids-eat-dogs-drink-radiator-water-mariupol/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5041180/russia-accused-genocide-bodies-streets-mass-graves-2/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/4999375/ukraine-russia-updates-live-putin-war-ww3/
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Western officials say Ukraine needs longer-range weapons as the war enters a new
phase. Britain has shipped around 4,000 NLAW anti-tank missiles and Starstreak
surface-to-air rockets and is poised to send armoured vehicles.

The Czech Republic has delivered Soviet tanks which the Ukrainians know how to
use.

NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg told the Brussels meeting allies “are
determined to do more”.

Mounting evidence of Russian atrocities has emerged from towns outside Kyiv, where
its troops have been forced to retreat. The former captain of Ukraine’s rugby team,
Oleksi Tsibko, 55, and ballet dancer Artem Datsyshyn were named among the dead in
Bucha.

Dozens of dead bodies have been found there with their hands tied behind their back.
At least 400 are known to have died with hundreds more missing.

German spies said other intercepted radio calls appear to show Russian troops
discussing the slaughter. In one, a Russian says he shot dead a person on a bicycle.
In another a speaker reveals Russian forces interrogated enemy soldiers before
killing them.

In Bucha, Nadeja Cherednichenko said she found her dead son Volodymyr, 27, who
had been shot through the ear and all the fingers on his left hand were broken.

The invaders’ surprise retreat has revealed shocking scenes of devastation — with
huge convoys of Russian tanks and trucks completely obliterated by Ukraine forces.

Oleksandr Hruzevych, Ukraine’s army deputy chief of staff, said: “Over two days, 16
sabotage and reconnaissance units have been caught by joint actions in Kyiv itself.
We thought it was quiet, but the enemy is here.
“Only yesterday we conducted a sweep of one area and caught one group; a bunch of
sensors, which are used to guide missiles.”

Over two days 16 sabotage and reconnaissance units have been caught by joint
actions in Kyiv itself. We thought it was quiet, but the enemy is here.

Meanwhile, residents have started to return to Kyiv to rebuild their lives. However
officials warned that Russian spies were trying to sneak in with gadgets to guide
missiles.

In the far east of the country people have been told to flee amid fears that Russia is
plotting a major offensive. Ukraine’s President Volodymyr Zelensky demanded more
sanctions to prevent an onslaught.

He said: “If there is no really painful package of sanctions against Russia and if there
is no supply of weapons we really need and have applied for many times, it will be
considered by Russia as a permission. A permission to go further. A permission to
start a new bloody wave in Donbas.”

https://www.the-sun.com/news/5074949/rusich-neo-nazi-mercenaries-collect-ears/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/4761246/ukraine-president-volodymyr-zelensky/


Russian forces are currently attacking from the north at Izyum, the east in Donbas,
and are poised to advance from the south. Women, children and the elderly were
urged to flee from Dnipro, Ukraine’s third largest city.

It followed a similar warning for civilians to “flee or face death” in the frontline
regions of Luhansk and Donetsk. Western officials warned that Russia is focusing on
the Donbas region, which has been partly controlled by Russian-backed separatists
since 2014.

Russian tyrant Vladimir Putin’s spokesman yesterday admitted “significant losses of
troops” but denied committing war crimes. Dmitry Peskov continued to insist it was
not a war, but a “special military operation” as Ukraine had been an “anti-Russian
centre” since 2014.

He also claimed Russia withdrew from regions of Kyiv and Chernihiv as an act of
“goodwill” and dismissed photos of dead civilians as “fake”.

Russia was yesterday suspended from the UN Human Rights Council as punishment
for the invasion of Ukraine. Of the 193 members of the assembly, 93 voted in favour
of the US proposal with 24 against and 58 abstentions. It was the only the
second-ever suspension of a country — following Libya in 2011.

AROUND 60 Russian paratroopers staged a mutiny and refused to fight in Ukraine, it
was reported. The refusenik troops had been moved to Belarus as part of the invasion
force but had to be sent back to their base in disgrace.

Some have been dismissed while others are set to face a court martial and likely jail
sentences. Defence minister Sergei Shoigu is said to have sent a deputy to Pskov, a
key HQ of Russia’s most elite airborne forces, to handle the insubordination.

The report in Russian opposition outlet Pskovskaya Guberniya is the latest of several
on Russian troops disobeying orders. In another account, troops reportedly walked
home after refusing to fight.

https://www.the-sun.com/who/vladimir-putin/


Ukraine’s President Volodymyr Zelensky demanded more sanctions to prevent an
onslaught

TWISTED MILITIA
Inside Putin’s ‘Rusich’ neo-Nazi mercenaries who collect enemies’ EARS as
they’re deployed to unleash hell in Ukraine
Tariq Tahir - US News

RUSSIAN mercenaries who collect their enemies’ ears as trophies are being deployed
to Ukraine, it was reported.

Rusich, a Neo-Nazi militia, have been pictured near the Russian-Ukrainian border in
an area where Vladimir Putin’s forces are expected to go on the offensive in coming
days.

Milchakov with co-founder of the group Yan Petrovsky Credit:
https://khpg.org/en/1476975539

The group have been seen near the city of Kharkiv Credit: Instagram
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The group is affiliated to the Kremlin-backed Wagner group of mercenaries, who
have also been recently seen inside Ukraine.

Rusich was founded in St Petersburg in 2014 by Aleksei Milchakov, 30, who trained
as a paratrooper in the Russian army, and 33-year-old Yan Petrovsky.

It comes as...
Ukraine urged its people to flee or 'face death' in the far east of the war-torn country
as Russia prepares to launch a new bloodbath.
It first earned notoriety when deployed to eastern Ukraine during the fighting there
between Russian separatists and the Ukrainian military in 2014.

On Milchakov’s page on Russian social media site Vkontakte, he posted pictures that
show him removing the ears of dead Ukrainian soldiers, reports The Times. His
Vkontakte page once featured a photograph of him cutting the head off a puppy when
he was a teenager.

Milchakov and Petrovsky met at a programme run the Russian Imperial Movement, a
white supremacist organisation. It has called for the capture of Novorossiya, a named
used by Russian ultra-nationalists for southern and eastern Ukraine.

The group is believed consist of a few hundred mercenaries whose insignia is the
valknut, a Norse symbol appropriated by white supremacists. Its name is a reference
to a mythical fortress in ancient Russia.

Rusich uses a an old Norse symbol appropriated by white supremacists Credit:
Instagram
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The mercenaries first appeared in eastern Ukraine in 2014Credit: Instagram

The mercenaries have ties to the Wagner group led by Dmitri Utkin

Rusich recently published a twisted cartoon of a Russian soldier returning home with
bloodied looted gifts for his wife and son.
Its caption read: “If you are a real man and a Russian, join our ranks.
"You will spill litres of blood from vile Russophobes, and become rich and cool."

On Wednesday they were pictured crossing into the area around Kharkiv, Ukraine’s
second largest city, in Z-marked vehicles.

Ukrainian defence officials expect a renewed assault by Russian forces in the region
in the coming days as they try to regain the initiative in the Ukraine war.



Some of the Wagner group’s fighters have also served with Rusich and it also has an
association with far-right extremist politics.

The military commander of the Wagner Group is former special forces commander
Dmitri Utkin.

A picture pictured of man believed to be Utkin, shows him with Nazi SS bolts of
lightning tattooed on his neck. Rusich left Ukraine in 2015 and Milchakov has been
sanctioned by the EU for alleged war crimes there.

Since then Rusich is has deployed to Syria to fight, along with Wagner, on the side of
the forces of the country’s blood-soacked Bashar al-Assad.

A restaurant owner flew to the Polish border to make pizza for people fleeing war in
Ukraine. Here's what his job is like now.
Kate Duffy - Business Insider

Restaurant owner Ciro Orsini on the Polish border next to Ukraine. Ciro Orsini
An Italian restaurant owner in the UK traveled to the Polish border with Ukraine to
feed refugees.

Ciro Orsini's charity serves pizza to up to 5,000 people a day, he said.
Orsini said the families are "very stressed and traumatized" when they cross the
border into Poland.

Meet Ciro Orsini — he's the owner of an Italian restaurant based in the UK and has
traveled to Medyka, a town on the Polish border with Ukraine, to help feed people
fleeing the war.

Ciro Orsini. Ciro Orsini

Orsini, 73, owns a London-based Italian restaurant called Ciro's Pizza Pomodoro.
He's also the founder of Help Children Now, a charity that provides aid to children
impacted by conflict.

https://www.businessinsider.com/author/kate-duffy


In an interview with Insider, Orsini said he traveled to Medyka on the south-east
Polish border the day the Ukraine war started to work with his charity which had set
up a base there.

Orsini and the volunteers who he recruited are based in a tent next to the border. This
is where they make pizzas for the refugees.

Orsini working with volunteers to cook pizza. Ciro Orsini
As soon as the refugees cross the border from Ukraine to Poland, there's an 80-meter
long tent that they enter where there are mattresses on the ground, blankets, and
pharmaceutical supplies, Orsini said.

Next to a soup stand in the tent, there's Orsini's pizza stand. His volunteers also give
out biscuits, chocolates, and coffee, he said. The charity serves pizza to up to 5,000
people a day, Orsini said.

Ciro Orsini



Hundreds of people who have fled from Ukraine line up outside the pizza tent every
day, Orsini said.
"They're so traumatized, they're scared," he said. "They have no food, they want
something hot.”
"Pizza is a universal magic word. Every child knows about it. When they hear pizza
they start to smile,” Orsini said.

Orsini cooking pizza. Ciro Orsini
Orsini said there is a proper wood-burning pizza oven at the camp, unlike his electric
oven at his restaurant in London. "You can taste the pizza and see what it's like before
we take it out," he said.

It takes between three and four minutes to make the pizzas at the camp. Some pizzas
are long in shape and around 14 inches big, while others are round-shaped and 10
inches big. The charity offers whole pizzas, half pizzas, and single slices. The toppings
include margarita, salami, ham, oregano, and other meats, Orsini said.

Orsini said the charity transports the ingredients for the pizzas from the UK to the
camp on the Polish border.

Orsini working with volunteers to cook pizza. Ciro Orsini



"We wear funny hats when we cook and serve pizza for the kids ... it gives them some
happiness," Orsini said.

The charity has trained five local people on the Polish border to help cook pizzas at
the camp.

Orsini working with volunteers to cook pizza. Ciro Orsini

"We work globally but think locally," Orsini said, adding that the charity tries to
source ingredients that are popular with the crowd they're feeding.
"The families are very stressed and traumatized, it's really bad," Orsini said.

Orsini working for his charity Help Children Now. Ciro Orsini

Orsini said he's been going to Kyiv, the capital of Ukraine, for 20 years. He also
spends time in the Zaatari Refugee Camp in Jordan, helping the children who need
the charity's support.

https://www.helpchildrennow.org.uk/ciro-orsini


Estonian cards in Turkey, Italian cards in Singapore: ordinary Russians abroad
are using foreign bank accounts after sanctions
Urooba Jamal - Business Insider

Taras Litvinenko (L) has fled to Turkey from Moscow where he has had trouble using
his Russian bank cards. Taras Litvinenko/Evgeniia Iakimenko/Insider

Visa and MasterCard ceased Russian operations, blocking Russian bank cards
abroad. Russians in Singapore, the UK, and Turkey told Insider they are using
foreign accounts to access money.

They are all worried about the value of the ruble, one of the year's worst-performing
currencies.

Maria went to buy a green juice on campus one day in late February but her card was
declined. Next, she tried to buy some groceries. Again, her card was declined.

The 23-year old Russian student, who did not wish to share her last name, is doing an
exchange semester in Singapore and had heard a day earlier that her Russian bank
card would be blocked. She wanted to test it to see if it was true.
"We're worth nothing, basically," she told Insider, referring to the value of Russian
currency.

Since it invaded Ukraine, Russia has been a pariah state, with many sectors of its
economy sanctioned by the international community. Its network of wealthy oligarchs
have had their assets frozen, their overseas properties raided, and their yachts
seized.

But ordinary Russians are feeling the impact too, with the ruble plummeting in the
early days of the invasion, one of the worst-performing currencies of the year so far.

Major Russian lenders have been banned from SWIFT, the international system of
payment used by thousands of banks worldwide.

https://www.businessinsider.com/author/urooba-jamal
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=https://www.businessinsider.com/beyond-oligarchs-ordinary-russians-abroad-use-foreign-bank-accounts-2022-4&utmSource=facebook&utmContent=referral&utmTerm=topbar&referrer=facebook
mailto:?subject=Estonian cards in Turkey, Italian cards in Singapore: ordinary Russians abroad are using foreign bank accounts after sanctions&body=Estonian cards in Turkey, Italian cards in Singapore: ordinary Russians abroad are using foreign bank accounts after sanctions%0D%0A%0D%0Ahttps://www.businessinsider.com/beyond-oligarchs-ordinary-russians-abroad-use-foreign-bank-accounts-2022-4&
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And for Russians abroad like Maria, the decision by Mastercard and Visa to suspend
their Russian operations, has meant money troubles since their cards are now
negligible abroad.

Maria received a text on March 11 from her Russian bank, Sberbank — the country's
largest — informing her of the ban, the message stating that it would not affect
Sberbank cards within Russia.

The message Maria Kaznacheeva received from her Russian bank, Sberbank. Maria

Maria, pursuing a Master's degree at an Italian university, feels lucky, however, that
she's on exchange in Singapore because she has a scholarship to cover all her
expenses there. And the money is deposited into her Italian bank account, not her
Russian one.

Still, she's worried about what she will do when her semester ends in May.
"In Italy, I would really be struggling,” she said, explaining that there, she has a
scholarship that only partially covers her living costs.

https://www.businessinsider.com/visa-mastercard-suspend-operations-in-russia-amid-ukraine-invasion-2022-3


She makes ends meet by tutoring, her earnings deposited into her blocked Russian
bank account. Her mom also sends her some money on occasion to that Russian
account. But even if she were able to access funds through it, she said, the exchange
rate would leave her with practically nothing.

The exchange rate is what has deterred Alena, 25, who asked not to share her last
name, from freelancing for Russian clients. The international Russian student lives in
Leeds, UK, and does freelance translation and graphic design work when she's not
studying.
"It doesn't make any sense for me anymore to work as a freelancer in Russia because
of the currency exchange rates because it's just insanely expensive,” Alena told
Insider.

She also wouldn't be able to transfer her rubles from her Russian Alfabank account to
her UK Lloyds bank account even if she did choose to work with Russian clients.

Alena had acted early, however, anticipating financial repercussions of Russia's
invasion of Ukraine. On the conflict's second day, she decided to transfer the funds in
her Russian account to her British one.
"I was thinking that it might lead to sanctions and it might lead to blocking accounts,
and just in case I decided to transfer the money," she said.

Taras Litvinenko is another Russian abroad relying on a foreign bank card.
Litvinenko, 49, who fled to Istanbul, Turkey in March, has an Estonian bank account
that he got through Estonia's "e-residency” program. The first of its kind, the Eastern
European country's scheme allows anyone worldwide to apply for a digital ID, open
an Estonian bank account, and run a virtual business in the country.

A graphic designer with an IT background, Litvinenko has been using his Estonian
business debit card, as well as a local prepaid card called Paycell. His Russian bank
cards are just "pieces of plastic,” he told Insider.

"Stay home, be strong, use MIR local card,” Litvinenko said was the advice the
Russian government gave at the outset of its invasion of Ukraine and the ensuing
economic sanctions leveled at the country, referring to Mir, Russia's domestic
payment system.

Ethnically Ukrainian, he feared a rise in hate speech against him if he stayed in
Russia. He left for Turkey, the only option he said he had, with both the US and EU
out of visas for Russians.

He hopes to bring his wife over in the coming months from Moscow to Istanbul. In the
meantime, he wants to continue to grow his virtual business, and pursue Estonian
citizenship as an option for the future.

All three Russians abroad have no plans — and few options — to return to their home
country any time soon.

https://www.businessinsider.com/estonia-e-residency-program-demographic-time-bomb-2018-9


Twisted Russians wrote 'for our children' on missile used in attack on Ukrainian
railway station refugees that killed at least 50 civilians - including five children -
who were fleeing Putin's atrocities.
Chris Jewers - Mail Online & AFP
WARNING: Graphic images

Ukraine's state railway company announced attack on Kramatorsk's station, a city in
the east of the country. The governor of Ukraine's Donesk region said later on Friday
the death toll had risen to at least 50 people.

Pictures from outside the station showed bodies strewn across the ground. Some were
in body bags. Other pictures showed wreckage of a missile with Russian text written
on the side reading 'For (our) children’

Ukraine's president Volodymyr Zelensky took to Instagram to decry the attack,
confirming the casualties.

Russia's defence ministry denied the attack, and instead claimed Ukraine was
attacking its own civilians. Kramatorsk is found in the east of the country, about 80
miles west of Luhansk in the country's Donbas region.

Ukrainian authorities have urged residents to flee west as Russia refocuses its
military efforts in the country's eastern Donbas region after recently pulling its forces
back from Kyiv

Russian soldiers wrote a message of revenge on the missile that killed at least 50
people - including five children - and wounded 98 when two strikes hit a railway
station in east Ukraine today, as thousands of desperate evacuees tried reach safer
parts of the country.

Graphic pictures on Friday from Kramatorsk showed bodies strewn across the floor,
lying amongst luggage and children's prams outside the city's busy station. Some had
already been put into green body bags, while other photos showed smoke rising from
the building as firefighters rushed to the scene.

The wreckage of a large missile was left lying on the grass outside the station. White
Russian text was shown written down the side of its casing, which read: 'For (our)
Children' - a revenge message from the pro-Moscow soldiers that launched it. It is
believed to be the result of Russian propaganda brainwashing troops into believing
Ukraine is carrying out atrocities in the east of the country.

Military commentators said the missile used in the attack was a Soviet-era Tochka U
missile - accurate to within 200 to 500 feet. The station is found in the centre of
Kramatorsk - a town of more than 150,000 people. Both Russian and Ukraine both
still use the missiles, and the evacuations would have been known about.

Although Moscow denied the attack saying Ukraine also the same missile, the
projectile was painted green as Russian weapons are - while Kyiv's equivalent is
painted grey, according to experts.



Ukraine's president Volodymyr Zelensky took to Instagram to decry the attack, and
confirmed the reports of casualties. '[Russian forces] are cynically destroying the
civilian population. This is an evil that has no limits. And if it is not punished, it will
never stop,' he wrote. He said no Ukrainian soldiers were at the station when it was
hit.

'Fifty dead, five of them children. This is the death toll at this hour after the strike by
Russian occupational forces on the train station in Kramatorsk,' Pavlo Kyrylenko, the
governor of the Donetsk region, said on Telegram.

He warned that the number of victims is likely to change, saying there are still 98
people wounded, including 16 children. Kyrylenko said 12 of the victims died from
their wounds in hospital, while 38 were killed 'on the spot.’

Ukraine's Prosecutor General Iryna Venediktova called the attack was a 'crime
against humanity.’

View gallery

Russian soldiers wrote a chilling message of revenge on the missile (pictured Friday
being inspected by Ukrainian investigators) that killed at least 39 people - including
four children - and wounded 87 when two strikes hit a railway station in east Ukraine
today, as thousands of desperate evacuees tried reach safer parts of the country.



View gallery

The strike was on Kramatorsk's train station, with graphic pictures on Friday
showing bodies strewn across floor outside, lying amongst abandoned luggage.

View gallery

Pictured: A scene of devastation outside the train station on Friday after 'Russian'
missiles struck, killing more than 30 people



View gallery

Regional governor Pavlo Kyrylenko said thousands of people were at the train station
at the time of the strike, preparing to evacuate to safer regions as Russia focuses its
troops in eastern Ukraine. Pictured: Body bags are seen outside the station.

View gallery

A view of people's belongings and bloodstains on the ground after a missile strike on
a railway station in Kramatorsk, Ukraine, in this picture uploaded on April 8, 2022
Blood-soaked toys and luggage left behind at Kramatorsk station.



View gallery

Kramatorsk is found in the east of the country, about 80 miles west of Luhansk.
Pictures this week have shown hundreds of people at the station boarding trains
heading west.

View gallery

Pictured: Smoke rises from the station on Friday as firefighters work at the scene



View gallery

The Mayor of Kramatorsk Oleksander Honcharenko said there were around 4,000
people at the city's railway station when it was bombed by at least two rockets.
He said most were women, elderly and children preparing to evacuate to safer
regions as Russia focuses its troops in eastern Ukraine.

Honcharenko told Ukrainian TV that between 30 and 40 surgeons were treating the
wounded, and hospitals were unable to cope with the surge in admissions.
The EU directly accused Russia of the 'horrifying’ attack, while Britain's defence
secretary Ben Wallace called it a 'war crime' that used 'precision missiles’.

Meanwhile TASS - another state-run news agency - reported that Donetsk separatist
commander Eduard Basurin said the attack on the station was Ukrainian
'provocation’ against Russia.

Moscow said the missile was of a type used only by the Ukrainian military, and
similar to one that hit the centre of the city of Donetsk on March 14, killing 17 people,
RIA reported. However pictures from the scene show it was painted green, while
Ukrainian versions are painted grey, according to experts.

Since launching its invasion on February 24, Moscow has repeatedly denied targeting
civilians and civilian buildings, despite mounting evidence showing otherwise.
Western nations have warned that Russia might employ false flag attacks in an
attempt to justify its actions in Ukraine.

Kramatorsk is found in the east of the country, about 50 miles north of Donetsk and
80 miles west of Luhansk. Pictures this week have shown hundreds of people at the
station boarding trains heading west.

Three trains carrying evacuees were blocked in the same region of Ukraine on
Thursday after an air strike on the line, according to the head of Ukrainian Railways.



Ukrainian officials say Russian forces have been regrouping for a new offensive, and
that Moscow plans to seize as much territory as it can in the Donbas - an eastern
industrial region in eastern Ukraine where many speak Russian as second language,
and where Moscow-backed rebels have been fighting Ukrainian forces for eight
years.

Local authorities have been urging civilians to leave while it is still possible and
relatively safe to do so.

View gallery

This general view shows personal belongings of victims and burnt-out vehicles after a
rocket attack on the railway station in the eastern city of Kramatorsk, in the Donbass
region on April 8, 2022.4.9

View gallery



Ukrainian servicemen stand next to damaged cars after Russian shelling at the
railway station in Kramatorsk, Friday, April 8

View gallery

Ukrainian servicemen stand next to damaged cars after Russian shelling at the
railway station in Kramatorsk, Friday.

View gallery

A man hugs a woman after Russian shelling at the railway station in Kramatorsk,
Ukraine, Friday



View gallery

A view from inside the station where 39 people were killed in a Russian attack, April
8, 2022.4.9

View gallery

A fragment of a Tochka-U missile lies on the ground following an attack at the
railway station in Kramatorsk, Friday, April 8.

Zelensky addresses Russian missile attack on Ukrainian train station



View gallery

Ukraine's president Volodymyr Zelensky wrote in an Instagram after the attack: 'The
occupiers hit the Kramatorsk railway station with a Point-U, where thousands of
peaceful Ukrainians were waiting to be evacuated… About 30 people died, about 100
people were injured to varying degrees.

Police and rescuers are already on the scene. Russian non-humans do not abandon
their methods. Lacking the strength and courage to stand up to us on the battlefield,
they are cynically destroying the civilian population.

This is an evil that has no limits. And if it is not punished, it will never stop.’
Emergency services at Kramatorsk station after Russian attack

More than 7,000 unclaimed Russian soldiers' bodies are in Ukrainian morgues,
claims Kyiv as the Kremlin finally admits it has suffered 'significant losses of troops’
Ukraine has boasted it has the corpses of 7,000 unclaimed Russian soldiers in
morgues and refrigerated cars, while the total Kremlin death toll is as high as 19,000.

Oleksiy Arestovych, an adviser in Ukraine's presidential administration, said they
tried to return the bodies of 3,000 troops early in the war but Russia refused, saying it
did not believe their casualties were so high.

He told theWashington Post: 'They said, 'We don't believe in such quantities. We
don't have this number. We're not ready to accept them.'” Ukraine's Ministry of
Internal Affairs has since set up a website and Telegram channel for Russians to
search photos of the dead and prisoners of war.

The Kremlin has been playing down its huge death toll in the faltering war, only
admitting the loss of 1,351 soldiers.

But on Thursday, Putin's mouthpiece Dmitry Peskov finally acknowledged the heavy
casualties: 'We have significant losses of troops. And it's a huge tragedy for us.’

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/russia-ukraine-conflict/index.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/04/08/russia-war-dead-soldiers-bodies/


The Kremlin has a policy of playing down military casualties with a 2015 decree
declaring all deaths in conflict a state secret, and last year any statement discrediting
the military were criminalized.

NATO has estimated that between 7,000 and 15,000 Russian troops have been killed,
while Ukraine believes the number is higher based on battlefield reports and
intercepted communication.

Among the dead is Vadim Kolodiy, a 19-year-old gunner from the 136th
Reconnaissance Battalion near Moscow. He died after he was attacked while trapped
in an armoured vehicle, the Russian military told his mother, although his body was
never returned.

Tatyana said: 'I am hysterical. Vadim didn't even have a chance to escape. He burned
inside. 'The first week was like darkness. Pain, tears. I could not sleep or eat.
'No one is looking for these children. No one cares about them. How many of these
children, husbands, are there? How much pain had this all brought?’

Anya Deryabina, 25, from Chelyabinsk, buried the body of her sniper husband last
month after he was killed in Ukraine on March 8.
She said: 'I still can't realize or believe that this is true. Every day I talk to him. Every
day I ask him what for and why.
'My brain refuses to accept the information that Nikitka is dead. I am still waiting for
him to call, to come back.’

In a wide-ranging interview with Sky News yesterday, Peskov repeatedly refused to
admit any wrongdoing on Russia's part and described footage of war crimes
committed by its soldiers as 'fake’ and 'lies’.

He rejected allegations of a massacre in the Ukrainian town of Bucha as 'a
well-staged insinuation’, claiming that bodies found in the streets were placed after
Russian troops withdrew.
'We are living in days of fakes and lies which we meet every day,’ he said, speaking in
English by video link from Moscow.

'The occupiers hit the Kramatorsk railway station with a Point-U, where thousands of
peaceful Ukrainians were waiting to be evacuated… About 30 people died, about 100
people were injured to varying degrees,’ Zelensky wrote in an Instagram after the
attack.

'Police and rescuers are already on the scene. Russian non-humans do not abandon
their methods. Lacking the strength and courage to stand up to us on the battlefield,
they are cynically destroying the civilian population. This is an evil that has no limits.
And if it is not punished, it will never stop,’ he added.

Pavlo Kyrylenko, governor of the Donetsk region, published a photograph online
showing several bodies on the ground beside piles of suitcases and other luggage.
Armed police wearing flak jackets stood beside them.



Another photo showed rescue services tackling what appeared to be a fire, with a pall
of grey smoke rising into the air. 'The 'Rashists' ('Russian fascists') knew very well
where they were aiming and what they wanted: ‘they wanted to sow panic and fear,
they wanted to take as many civilians as possible,’ he wrote in an online post.

'They (Russian forces) wanted to hit the station,’ Mayor Honcharenko said, a view
shared by presidential adviser Oleksiy Arestovych. 'It must be understood that such
strikes are preceded by a thorough reconnaissance of the target, at least by drones,
gunners on the ground - it's too expensive a missile and too difficult and risky to
organise such strikes,’ Arestovych said.

'They (Russian forces) could clearly see that they were striking civilians early in the
morning, that there were thousands of people trying to evacuate at the station at that
time - families, children, the elderly.’

AFP journalists on the scene saw at least 20 bodies of people grouped and lying
under plastic sheets next to the station. Blood was pooling on the ground and packed
bags were strewn outside the building in the immediate aftermath of the
attack. Bodies were later seen being loaded onto a military truck.

The journalists said four cars next to the station had been destroyed and the remains
of a large rocket with the words 'for our children’ in Russian were lying adjacent to
the main building.

'I was in the station. I heard like a double explosion. I rushed to the wall for
protection,’ said a woman searching for her passport among the abandoned
belongings on the ground.

'I saw people covered in blood coming into the station and bodies everywhere on the
ground. I don't know if they were just injured or dead,’ the woman told AFP.

A policeman clearing away debris and collecting mobile phones from the ground next
to the impact site, had one that was ringing on repeat.
'I'm looking for my husband. He was here. I can't reach him,’ a woman told AFP,
sobbing and holding her phone to her ear.

Railway has been seen as one of the few remaining safe modes of travel available to
Ukrainians. Millions have fled west and into neighbouring countries by train.
According to the UN, more than 4 million have left Ukraine.

British Prime Minister Boris Johnson said the attack on fleeing civilians at the
Kramatorsk train station was 'unconscionable', as he suggested Vladimir Putin's
forces were guilty of a war crime.

He told a Downing Street press conference: 'The attack at the train station in eastern
Ukraine shows the depth to which Putin's once vaunted army has sunk.
'At least 39 people killed and dozens wounded on a train platform crowded with
women and children.
'It is a war crime indiscriminately to attack civilians and Russian crimes in Ukraine
will not go unnoticed or unpunished.’



Speaking during a visit to NATO ally Romania, Britain's defence secretary Ben
Wallace called alleged attack by Russia on the station a war crime.
'Not very far away, this morning in a place called Kramatorsk, what appears to be a
Russian missile struck civilian people queuing for trains to seek a safer place from the
war,’ he said, speaking from an air field.

'The striking of civilian critical infrastructure is a war crime. These were precision
missiles aimed at people trying to seek humanitarian shelter. It's not the first time – in
fact it's sadly a repeat of many occasions when the Russian state, president Putin and
his generals seek to take the war out on civilians, civilian areas and civilian national
infrastructure,’ he continued.

'Whatever happens in Ukraine, we must not let the international community forget
that. What Putin is doing today, is building his own cage around himself – that
sanctions on his activities must not be freely lifted to allow him to go back to his
super-yachts and normality. What we are seeing is a criminal endeavour on a free
and sovereign country – and Britain and Romania and other NATO allies will not
stand by.’

Britain's Foreign Secretary Liz Truss also warned Russia that targeting civilians is a
war crime. She tweeted: 'Appalled by the horrific reports of Russian rocket attacks on
civilians at Kramatorsk railway station in eastern Ukraine. The targeting of civilians
is a war crime. We will hold Russia and Putin to account.’

EU Council chief Charles Michel in Brussels directly accused Russia of the
'horrifying' attack. He said 'action was needed’ and pointed to a fifth wave of EU
sanctions on Russia agreed on Friday.

'Horrifying to see Russia strike one of the main stations used by civilians evacuating
the region where Russia is stepping up its attack,’ Michel said on Twitter.

Efforts are already underway by the International Criminal Court in the Hague and
Ukrainian prosecutors to compile evidence for future criminal indictments.

After Russia's invasion of Ukraine on Feb. 24, ICC chief prosecutor Karim Khan said
he had opened a formal investigation into possible atrocities on Ukrainian soil since
2014, when Moscow-based separatists seized part of the country's far east.

The ICC investigates and, where warranted, tries individuals charged with the most
serious crimes of concern to the international community. Such crimes include
genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity and the crime of aggression.

Putin's forces have been accused of committing war crimes after Ukrainian cities
were indiscriminately shelled, leaving thousands of civilians dead and many more
wounded.



View gallery

APRIL 6: Civilians gather at the train station to be evacuated from combat zones in
Kramatorsk, Donetsk Oblast after being told by Ukrainian authorities to evacuate the
eastern regions of the country in anticipation of Russia re-focusing its military
invasion on the Donbas region.
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Pictured: Civilians board trains as they are being evacuated from combat zones in
Kramatorsk, Donetsk Oblast, in eastern Ukraine on April 6, 2022. Hundreds of
Ukrainians at Kramatorsk station before missile attack.

Finland will apply for NATO membership 'within weeks’ despite Russian threats
Finland is just weeks away from submitting an application to join NATO despite
Russian warnings that it would secure 'the destruction of their country’, a former
Prime Minister of the country said today.

The Nordic country, which has a long border with Russia and was invaded by the Red
Army in 1939, has never been a member of the Cold War defence alliance, preferring
instead to organise its own protection.

But since Russia's invasion of Ukraine in February, opinion polls commissioned by
Finnish media outlets have shown a swift U-turn in public opinion with the majority
now favoring joining.

Finland has opted to remain neutral since WWII, choosing to act as a buffer between
East and West when Europe was carved up during the Cold War, affording it more
flexibility in its foreign policy while allaying Russian fears of Western expansion.

Alexander Stubb, who headed Finland's government in 2014 and 2015, said the
country could decide to join the military alliance as soon as May.
He said: 'In the beginning of the war I said that Putin's aggression will drive Finland
and Sweden to apply for NATO membership.
'I said it was not a matter of days or weeks, but months. Time to revise: Finland will
apply within weeks, latest May. Sweden to follow, or at the same time.'



Russian lawmaker Vladimir Dzhabarov said this week that it is not likely 'the Finns
themselves will sign a card for the destruction of their country', threatening a repeat
of the Ukraine invasion which was sparked in part by its desire to join NATO.
Kremlin spokesperson Dmitry Peskov added yesterday if Finland and Sweden joined
NATO then Russia would have to 're-balance the situation’ with its own measures in
another thinly-veiled warning.

The Civilians in eastern Ukraine struggled to evacuate Friday as Russia redirected its
firepower, with Zelensky warning of 'even more horrific' devastation being uncovered
around the capital.

Ukrainian allies tightened the screws on Moscow further in response to shocking
images from Bucha and other regions around Kyiv, with the European Union
announcing an embargo on Russian coal and a ban on Russian vessels at its ports.

And at the United Nations, the General Assembly voted to suspend Russia from the
Human Rights Council, only the second-ever suspension of a country from the body.
'Russia's lies are no match for the undeniable evidence of what is happening in
Ukraine,’ US President Joe Biden said, calling Russia's actions in the country 'an
outrage to our common humanity.’

More than a month into President Vladimir Putin's invasion of Ukraine, Moscow has
shifted its focus after stiff resistance put paid to hopes of an easy capture of the
country.

Instead, troops are being redeployed towards the east and south, aiming to create a
long-sought land link between occupied Crimea and the Moscow-backed separatist
statelets of Donetsk and Lugansk in Donbas.

'In the north, Russian forces have now fully withdrawn from Ukraine to Belarus and
Russia,’ Britain's defence ministry said.
'At least some of these forces will be transferred to east Ukraine to fight in the
Donbas,’ it added, noting that troops would need 'significant replenishment’ and a
mass redeployment would take at least a week.

Heavy shelling has already begun to lay waste to towns in the region, and officials
have begged civilians to flee, but the intensity of fighting is starting to hamper
evacuations.

Lugansk governor Sergiy Gaiday said Russian shelling had damaged a railway route
being used by evacuees in the town of Schastia, north of Lugansk.
'The railway was damaged. Train evacuation is in question. Thousands of people are
still in the cities of Lugansk region,’ he wrote on Facebook.

And in Donetsk, the head of the regional military administration Pavlo Kyrylenko
said three evacuation trains had been temporarily blocked after a Russian airstrike on
an overpass by a station. But officials continued to press civilians to leave where
possible.



'There is no secret - the battle for Donbas will be decisive. What we have already
experienced, all this horror, it can multiply,’ warned Gaiday. 'Leave! The next few
days are the last chances. Buses will be waiting for you in the morning,’ he added.

A barrage of shells and rockets was already hammering the industrial hub
Severodonetsk, the easternmost city held by Ukrainian forces in Donbas, leaving
buildings engulfed in flames.

'Every day it's worse and worse. They're raining down on us from everywhere. We
cannot take it anymore,’ said Denis, a man in his forties with a pale, emaciated
face. 'I want to escape this hell.’

Around the capital meanwhile, residents and Ukrainian officials returning after the
Russian redeployment are trying to piece together the scale of the devastation.

Violence in the town of Bucha, where authorities say hundreds were killed - including
some found with their hands bound - has become a byword for allegations of brutality
inflicted under Russian occupation.

But Zelensky warned worse was being uncovered.
'They have started sorting through the ruins in Borodianka,' northwest of Kyiv, he
said in his nightly address. 'It's much more horrific there, there are even more victims
of Russian occupiers.’
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Civilians gather at the train station to be evacuated from combat zones in Kramatorsk,
Donetsk Oblast, in eastern Ukraine on April 6, 2022.
Kramatorsk missile strike survivor: 'Everybody hit the ground’

Violence in the area has caused massive destruction, leveling and damaging many
buildings, and bodies are only now being retrieved.



Ukraine's Prosecutor General Iryna Venediktova said Thursday that 26 bodies had
been recovered from two destroyed apartment buildings so far.

'Only the civilian population was targeted: there is no military site here’ she said,
describing evidence of war crimes 'at every turn’.

Fresh allegations emerged from other areas too, with villagers in Obukhovychi,
northwest of Kyiv, telling AFP they were used as human shields.

And in besieged Mariupol, even the pro-Russian official designated 'mayor’ of the
destroyed city acknowledged that around 5,000 civilians had been killed there.

Moscow has denied targeting civilians in areas under its control, but growing
evidence of atrocities has galvanized Ukraine's allies to pile on more pressure.

On Thursday, the EU approved an embargo on Russian coal and the closing of its
ports to Russian vessels as part of a 'very substantial’ new round of sanctions that
also includes an export ban and new measures against Russian banks. In addition, it
backed a proposal to boost its funding of arms supplies to Ukraine by 500 million
euros, taking it to a total of 1.5 billion euros.

In a show of support, European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen also
headed to Kyiv on Friday with the bloc's diplomatic chief Josep Borrell for talks with
Zelensky.

And the Group of Seven industrialized nations agreed to more sanctions, including a
ban on new investments in key sectors and fresh export restrictions, as well as the
phasing out of Russian coal.

At the United Nations, 93 of the General Assembly's 193 members voted to suspend
Russia from the body's rights council over its actions in Ukraine.

Russia blasted the move as 'illegal and politically motivated’, while Biden said it
confirmed Moscow as an 'international pariah’.

Ukraine has welcomed new measures on Moscow, as well as the UN suspension, but
it continues to push for more support.
'Ukraine needs weapons that will allow us to win on the battlefield, and this will be
the strongest sanction,’ Zelensky said in his address, echoing calls from his foreign
minister, who earlier asked NATO for heavy weaponry, including air defence systems,
artillery, armoured vehicles and jets.

'Either you help us now - and I'm speaking about days, not weeks - or your help will
come too late, and many people will die, many civilians will lose their homes, many
villages will be destroyed,’ Dmytro Kuleba said after meeting NATO foreign ministers
in Brussels.


